COLLAGENS
& GELATINS
INGREDIENTS FOR
A SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE

“WE TAKE
RESPONSIBILITY
SERIOUSLY”

We are producers - operating
in a responsible manner to
provide safe, reliable ingredients
consumers can trust.

“WE WON’T LET
NATURE GO TO WASTE”
By transforming protein
co-products into valuable collagen
and gelatin-based ingredients, we
give nature a second life.

“OUR FUNCTIONAL &
HEALTH INGREDIENTS
SATISFY CONSUMERS”
We bring benefits to consumers
by maximising the endless
possibilities of the unique
collagen molecule.

COLLAGENS & GELATINS
INGREDIENTS FOR A
SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

“WE WON’T LET NATURE GO TO WASTE”
By transforming protein co-products into valuable collagen and
gelatin-based ingredients, we give nature a second life. What isn’t
used in Rousselot’s premium product line is repurposed for feed,
fuel or fertilizer applications. Nothing goes to waste.

In a world of limited resources and population growth, Rousselot is committed

The future of our world in numbers
• Almost 10 billion people in 20503

to preserving the value of our natural resources, such as water, energy and
materials nature offers us. As part of Darling Ingredients, a global leader in

• 20% increase in animal protein production
between 2020-20304
• 0% waste goal, achieved by making full use of
animals intended for human consumption

converting proteins and fats into sustainable food, feed and fuel ingredients since
1882, repurposing nature’s co-products is part of our DNA. Continue reading to
learn how Rousselot contributes to a resource-efficient, circular economy.

“WE TAKE FULL
RESPONSIBILITY”

“MAKING CONSUMERS HAPPY
WITH OUR FUNCTIONAL & HEALTH
INGREDIENTS”

We responsibly produce safe, reliable
ingredients consumers can trust
•
•
•
•
•

We bring benefits to consumers by maximising the endless
possibilities of the unique collagen molecule

 ull traceability, high quality & safety standards
F
Environmentally-conscious operations
Supporters of animal welfare legislation
Give back to our communities
Provide a safe & healthy workplace

Collagen bioactive ingredients for a world of
health benefits: bone and joint health, skin
beauty, sports recovery, healthy aging.

Environmental footprint reduction 2012-2017

Functional gelatins with no e-number, enhancing
texture and taste in food products and making a
clear difference
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Rousselot

Collagen-based solutions that help to advance
medical science

“WE WON’T LET
NATURE GO TO WASTE”

COLLAGENS
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By transforming protein
co-products into valuable collagen
and gelatin-based ingredients, we
give nature a second life.

We bring benefits to consumers
by maximising the endless
possibilities of the unique
collagen molecule.

Rousselot
Rousselot is the global leader of collagen-based solutions1 for the food, health and nutrition, biomedical and pharmaceutical
sectors. Working in partnership with our global customer-base, we deliver advanced ingredient solutions that enable innovation,
excite today’s consumers, and contribute to public health. Through our state-of-the-art operations, extensive technical expertise
and sustained scientific research, we help our customers achieve their goals, create world-class products, and we “Reach further
together”. Rousselot is a brand of Darling Ingredients.
1

Global Industry Analysts, Inc, Gelatin a Global Strategic Business report, June 2018
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